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BEREJIKLIAN TO MAGUIRE
BEREJIKLIAN:
MAGUIRE:

GLADYS BEREJIKLIAN
DARYL MAGUIRE
EXTRACT

MAGUIRE:

Hello.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Hello Hokis.

MAGUIRE:

Alright (unintelligible), what are you doing?

BEREJIKLIAN:

I just got home.

MAGUIRE:

Oh, that’s good.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Did Sarah ring you from my office?

MAGUIRE:

(Coughs) No, why?

BEREJIKLIAN:

Huh?

MAGUIRE:

No, why?

BEREJIKLIAN:

Oh she sent me a text ‘cause whenever she has to ring a Member of Parliament she lets me
know.

MAGUIRE:

Mmm.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Apparently Niall Blair’s rung up -
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MAGUIRE:

Mmm.

BEREJIKLIAN:

- to say “Tell Daryl not to worry, I’m raising the issue on his behalf in China”.

MAGUIRE:

Good.

BEREJIKLIAN:

And, and, and, and I, and, I said “Well what’s that got to do with us” and Sarah said “Oh
they want us to tell him so that he doesn’t go off his brain in China against all these people
because the Minister’s promised to, promised to fix it for him”.

MAGUIRE:

No but the issue is, the issue is that what they’ve done is they’ve promised to raise it,
they’re not, they’re not gonna fix it because Ministers can’t involved in individual
problems.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Right.

MAGUIRE:

That’s the issue. So what they’re frightened of is, is, is the, the problem is, is that he’s
gonna have a round table so they’ve invited all these people, shake hands and suck dicks
right but, in the end, they’re gonna invite Bright Foods but not the, not the director of
Bright Foods.

BEREJIKLIAN:

And they seem to think it’s in your electorate, I didn’t say anything, I just -

MAGUIRE:

I know it’s at -

BEREJIKLIAN:

- said let me know how it goes, yeah.

MAGUIRE:

Well it’s not, but the issue is this, so they’re gonna invite them all, have a round table,
yadda, yadda, yadda that’s (unintelligible). Oh and by the way, there’s an issue, can you
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please take care of it in Wumbulgal. Well, nothing will happen BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

- so, so what I’ve said is well I’m going anyway, I’ll be there the day before, so I’ll light a
fire. Um, you know, you got to put these people on toast otherwise they’ll do nothing. So
she hasn’t rung me and, and, and the problem is, they’re all that fucking shit scared of me
now and they’re, and they’re - they don’t know what I’ll do. So whether I’ll just go feral
or, or whatever.

BEREJIKLIAN:

I think that’s what they’re worried about and I -

MAGUIRE:

Well fuck ‘em.

BEREJIKLIAN:

- but I wouldn’t (unintelligible).

MAGUIRE:

I’ve been there for 25 years. I’ve been dealing with China for 30 years right.

BEREJIKLIAN:

I know Hokis. It’s none of my business, I’m just letting you know that’s all.

MAGUIRE:

Yeah, yeah and, and they’re petrified that I’m gonna interfere, well I will right, I will
because this is, this is you know, this is, this is people’s life’s work.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

Of course I’ll interfere. And I’ll, and I’ll -

BEREJIKLIAN:

Yep and you -
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MAGUIRE:

- and I’ll look them -

BEREJIKLIAN:

- you just -

MAGUIRE:

- in the eye and I’ll put ‘em on toast because these -

BEREJIKLIAN:

And you -

MAGUIRE:

- these bureaucrats don’t care. It’s not -

BEREJIKLIAN:

- and you can -

MAGUIRE:

Hmm?

BEREJIKLIAN:

- and you can calmly tell Sarah exactly what you’re telling me.

MAGUIRE:

Look, and I will. And they don’t care -

BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

- um, what they’re doing is they’re there, they’re shaking hands, they’re sucking people’s
dicks and they’re turning up to everything and they do nothing. And in the end then they’ll
tell you, oh no look the Minister can’t raise individual issues, oh no that’s, look that
wouldn’t be right.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

Well who’s gonna do it? Who’s gonna do it for Jimmy? Nobody, absolutely nobody. Left
to his own devices, right. They can get fucked, and I’ll tell her that too. So -
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BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

- if they wanna, they wanna solve a problem, they want to resolve an issue, then they better
get off their fat arses and make something happen.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

Mmm, that’s fair enough.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Mmm.

MAGUIRE:

Mmm. Anyway I’ve met Xi Jinping, she hasn’t.

BEREJIKLIAN:

Well she only texted me like at seven-thirty tonight so she’ll probably call you tomorrow.
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